Presenting

B. READi

DMV’s Own... DC-BMORE-VA... The Story
B.readi is the heart of the collapsed middle class, raised around the blights of the poor and successful, educated in the same, with a mastery of the game. Honest lyricism with the work plan of a 3rd year medical student and dope boy with no re up money! Match the Hunger.....
B.readi was ready when he was 9. Writing rhymes since, the game has a new pretty boy, college campus stepping, streets navigating...

Conscious Mind

B.READi..... Hip Hop's Student Body President

Facebook: BReadimusic

Twitter: @BDotReadi

Music: iTunes,Amazon MP3,MySpace Music,eMusic,Rhapsody , Sound Cloud, Coast To Coast,


2012 Hot 97 New York Who's Next East Coast Top 2

http://youtu.be/IW9dMU_bcX4
B. READI

The place where culture meets poverty, education meets ignorance and politics meets real – **THE DMV** known by those who navigate the connects between Baltimore – Virginia and D.C. The Nation’s Capital. The birth place of Hip Hop’s native son.

B.readi is the heart of the collapsed middle class, raised around the blights of the poor and successful, educated in the same, with a mastery of the game. Honest lyricism with the work plan of a 3rd year medical student and dope boy with no re up money!

B.readi was ready when he was 9. Writing rhymes since, the game has a new pretty boy, college campus stepping, streets navigating. . Emperor

- B. Readi -
Abducted - Single
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Label:
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